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ENRICHMENT

We continue to offer a wide range of
clubs for our children, both after and

before the school day. The Sports Coach
has enabled the offer of 2 extra sports
clubs a week. During the Spring term,

our Young Voices Choir worked towards
their performance at the  AO Arena

where they performed alongside 8000
other children.   Uptake on our

residentials has been good and we are
looking forward to providing these new
experiences to children in Year 4 and 6

in the Summer term. 
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What do you think are the positives about Rivington Foundation Primary

School?

"headteacher gets to know the children "
"Family feel school where everybody feels welcome. Staff know the
children well and have good relationships with them. My son l has
loved every teacher he’s had in school and I’ve always felt that’s

because they make the effort to get to know the children."
"Family feel, intimacy due to size, approachable and lovely head."

"The school is a beautiful environment to nurture learning, I feel the
teachers care and push my child and as a result I’ve been really happy
with the way my child has settled into school life. Although we didn’t

have another child in school the first term we did feel a little
overwhelmed with the amount of events we know this helped make us

feel welcome and get my child settled "
"I think that Rivington Foundation Primary School is caring,

enriching, and a safe environment. "
"Teaching staff. "

"Small knit, friendly and inviting staff. "
"Close knit school - all teachers know all the parents. Teachers always
friendly and super approachable. For a small school fantastic out of

school activities from sport to singing etc."
"Children being happy, feeling safe and valued "

"Excellent kind Headteacher, nurturing staff, family feel. "
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How can we improve Rivington Foundation Primary School for your child?
"I'm not sure"

"Consistent teacher rather than numerous teaching assistants/students."
We always want our children to receive the highest quality teaching as we know that it is this is the main driver
in improving outcomes for all of our children. We have invested a significant amount of time and resources to
securing a unified approach and pedagogy in order to deliver the highest quality teaching from all our staff -

across the curriculum and for all our children.  
Each member of teaching staff is legally required to be given at least 10% of their working hours to planning

preparation and assessment - this may increase due to leadership responsibilities.  We are proud to have highly
skilled HLTA‘s (Higher Level Teaching Assistants) or Peripatetic staff (visiting teachers) to provide lessons in
areas such as music, the arts and sport or less common academic subjects.  We use these staff for PPA cover.

We are proud to be a teaching school.  It is the role of good and outstanding schools to develop the next
generation of talented teachers and leaders.  As teachers, we were ‘all there once‘ and I‘m proud that we are

able to offer this support to many talented individuals who are taking their first steps on their teaching
journey.  It also introduces school to young and talented teachers such as Mr. Winstanley and Miss Whitehead.

"More info on events and what to do. Where they are this was available but came my
text or email so one way of communicating would be clearer"

As discussed further in this information, we agree that sliming down the direction of communication to
one platform would be beneficial to the whole school community.  We are trialling ClassDoJo in Y1/2 at

the present time.

"Over the years I have seen a massive improvement in the sports and extra curricular
activities that Rivington School has to offer. I still believe that more can be done to

improve the offerings in the local area. "
Absolutely.  Summer Term sees our Forest Learning Provision for all classes begin.  We have a school values week
beginning on the 20th May were all classes will be involved in investigating our school values through the wider
world.  We will also begin our road safety and cycling curriculum and undertake residential trips to London

and the Anderton Centre.  EYFS will be visiting Bradley‘s Farm, Y1/2 - the Fireground Museum, Y3/4 have been to
Brockholes and Y5/6 will be visiting Liverpool and the International Slavery Museum.  Art and Design week will

begin on the 17th June with an exhibition on the 21st.  I am at present completing geography, history and
science units of work which incorporate our local area, its resources and reflect and use the teaching styles we

promote.  Y1/2 are completing a local history unit at the moment. 
We are really proud of our developments with sport and have won the Gold Games Award for provision for two
consecutive years.  We have also won the most Improved provision award and the Karen Stephen‘s Participation

award from Chorley Sports Partnership.  We will endeavour, with a small staff, to look for more ways to
strengthen out of school provision.

"nothing"
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How can we improve Rivington Foundation Primary School for your child?

"Playground facilities "
We agree that this is a further area to improve.  Although beautiful - our grounds can be challenging.  
We have  major heating, boiler and damp work planned for over the summer which will have an impact
on the school grounds - access for vehicles and digging etc.  A hybrid boiler is being placed next to the
shelter.  Until this work is completed we don‘t want to use money on items that may become damaged.  

In the long-term, we are looking for funding avenues in order to construct a school hall.

"Make better facilities for dropping and collecting child from school"
Dropping off and pick-up is a challenging time for most schools as they were built when the volume of
traffic was not at the level it is today.  At Rivington, most children arrive by car due to distance, lack

of public transport and sparse footpaths.  Much of the land and car parks are owned by United
Utilities and this, paired with Rivington being a conservation area, makes any improvements

challenging.  We are always in discussion with Lancashire County Council and would love to improve
this for all.

"Keep focussing on communication, definitely has improved greatly so
wouldn’t want to slip. Would love a forest school offering to be

available for ALL years especially due to where the school is located."
"More use of Rivington, forest school, mindfulness and well-being time.

Better established mealtimes and food at afterschool club."
"nothing"

Thank you. As already stated, we will continue to look at how we can further improve and
slimline communication. 

We sent out our Forest Learning Curriculum in the Spring Term.  All classes will be involved in
activities in the wider area during the summer term.
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Can you identify anything which has improved for you or

your child during this year because of changes we have

made?

"My child has started to attend after school club this year. The
staff are so friendly, they provide a variety of meals each time he

goes and he really enjoys going."
"Sorry - no"

"Seating plan in class with individual items per child rather than
fluid approach"

"The new history walks starting next Wednesday will be hugely
beneficial. "

"Structured curriculum "
"Communication greatly improved "
"Loves toast Fridays and the disco. "
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"Good leadership and a nurturing Environment, thank you for all that you do. "
"I think you all do an amazing job with great leadership from the top but I am

biased ;-)"
"N/A"

"None "
"I would be keen to see a focus on using the wonderful space surrounding

Rivington. Is there a well-being governor or PTA lead for well-being events? I would
be keen to be involved in this. Also the children being more used in the community,

litter picking etc, more fun events. "
We do have a well-being Governor.  I will share this information with them.

"keep up the fantastic work "
"Love the school. But communications still not up to scratch."

"Feel like plans are made and then not followed through which leaves both parent and child
unsure to what is going on. Also focus appears to be on SEN children and those without SEN

needs seem to come second. "
Our main driver is to place our children at the centre of all we do.  I always describe Rivington as

a ‘family‘ school where we all pride ourselves on wanting to know, see and celebrate each
individual child.  At the centre of Rivington is love.  It is not a love that excuses poor behaviour or
a lack of achievement.  It is a love filled with hope, ambition and high expectations for all.  And
it is this love that drives us.  Everyone at Rivington stops and listens to children.  Meetings and

phone calls are interrupted for a child who needs a moment or wants to share their special work.  
Relationships are essential- they are the foundation of our wonderful school.   When our school is
part of a child‘s family - we can change things for all.  At Rivington, inclusion is a central value

and takes many forms. - it just one of the reasons why it is a privilege to work here.  
Please know that we are always here to listen to how we can improve and make your child time

here as happy, memorable and worthwhile as possible.
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To ensure all staff recognise and set high
expectations of pupils’ written English (content and

presentation) to continue to raise standards in
writing. (Year 2 of 2)
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1.KS2 writing attainment and progress are significantly below national standards and in the bottom
20%.

2.KS1 writing was significantly below national for 21/22. We are slightly above national for KS1 in 22/23
at 67% and this momentum needs to be maintained.

3.Clear trend across all year groups, that writing is an area to focus on, beginning with transition and
then increasing the stamina of writing into composition. 

2022-2023

2023-2024 GOALS & ACTIONS

Success Criteria:
The CUSP scheme of working, including the reading to writing process, is consistently taught in all
classes ensuring progression 
The CUSP spelling, including grammar and punctuation, is consistently taught in all classes
ensuring progression and retention of knowledge.  
All staff assess accurately in writing, they understand year group expectations and can identify
pupils working a greater depth.  

This could be evidenced through: 
Feedback from the Headteacher evidencing  writing across school demonstrating: 
• the writing process. 
• fluent written transcription 
Planning examples for the spelling scheme of work and impact spelling book. 
Increase in the proportion of pupils achieving age related expectations by end of KS1 and greater
depth by the end of KS2 (in line with school targets) in writing.

Areas of Focus in Year 2 of Objective:
KS2 writing attainment and progress are significantly below national standards and in the
bottom 20%.
KS1 writing was significantly below national for 21/22.  We are slightly above national for KS1 in
22/23 at 67% and this momentum needs to be maintained.
Clear trend across all year groups, that writing is an area to focus on, beginning with transition
and then increasing the stamina of writing into composition. 
There is a need for the development of writing to be a priority across the whole school and not just
in upper KS2 – in all year groups it is the lowest out of RWM in both attainment and progress. 

Teachers 
Teachers need to understand the development of writing from EYFS to Y6.
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To ensure all staff recognise and set high expectations
of pupils’ written English (content and presentation) to

continue to raise standards in writing. (Year 2 of 2)

1.CLUSP
CUSP CPD LIBRARY
DfE TAF
CUSP KEY INDICATORS Y1, 3, 4, T5
SCHOOL ADVISER
CHIP MODERATING GROUP

QUICK REVIEW

RESOURCES KEY STAFF

AUTUMN SPRING SUMMER

Growing Together:

Living Life to its

Fullest: Making a

Difference Along

the Way’

Spring Term Notes:
CLUSP writing being followed and applied in Y1-Y6.
School adviser provided whole-staff training in raising standards and expectations.
CHIP monitoring demonstrates improving standards against other schools.
CUSP planning and training completed - teachers much more confident and stamina in writing is
improving.
Weaker pockets are still in upper KS2 - Covid effect and large numbers of SEND in Y5.
·All staff are able to identify the writing demands on their subject and year groups.
·Staff use CLUSP and use its theory and approaches to support stronger outcomes.
·Clear and effective pedagogy enables staff to focus on improving outcomes rather than the logistics of
planning.
·Books demonstrate a commitment to daily writing with a shared approach across to writing across school.
·Progress is evidenced through book looks which support.
·Staff experience a growing confidence in using CLUSP and the strategies it promotes.
·Staff feel their subject knowledge is stronger particularly in the provision for greater depth students.
·Moderation and book looks support that all staff are able to teach and develop the writing demands on
their subject and the year group expectations.
·There is a progressive curriculum in place that supports strong outcomes.
·There is an increase in the percentages of children achieving greater depth standard in writing
across all year groups. 
At the present time, ·writing outcomes at KS2 are in line with national averages (22-23).

ALL
SCHOOL ADVISER
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2023-2024 GOALS & ACTIONS

Success Criteria:
All staff are trained in the delivery of Monster Phonics and follow the Phonics scheme of work
with fidelity and accuracy.
All staff are trained and delivering with fidelity the linked spelling approach in KS1. 
The teaching of Early Reading is paced as agreed in the Monster Phonics Scheme of Work. 
The guided reading approach and the books used in guided reading are accurately matched to the
Monster Phonics Scheme of Works. 
Pupils apply their knowledge of phonics in their writing outcomes.

This will be evidenced by: 
Headteacher sharing the Scheme of work
Headteacher presenting monitoring of phonics teaching 
Impact of the phonics Scheme of Work in written outcomes

To embed Monster Phonics (Systematic Synthetic
Phonics Scheme of Work) to ensure the teaching
of early reading is secure and rapid. 

There is not a chosen SSP being used that guarantees further fidelity and consistency for our pupils across EYFS and KS1.
Pupils are receiving varied intervention and are not ‘keeping up’ with the SSP.
We need to increase the number of children leaving EYFS secure at L3.
We need to ensure that at least 80% of our children leave Y1 reaching the expected standard.
Some pupils leave Y1 able to decode words, yet unable to read with automaticity, comprehension, and stamina. This affects
their learning in Y2 and onwards into KS2 and beyond- affecting all subjects and life chances.
Children are not reading whole- texts in KS2.
Reading lessons appear to be focusing on outcomes for reading instead of developing prosody and comprehension. 
The school library is not utilised by children – it is unappealing and logically difficult to navigate.
The choice on non-fiction, dictionaries, thesauruses and poetry is poor across school.

Teachers 
Not all staff are trained to the same extent with phonics.  Not all staff fully understand the how children learn to read
and the components that are required for success.
Not all teachers understand the overarching ‘big picture’ of reading sequences across the school. Monster Phonics viewed as
a comprehensive scheme for phonics and decoding and is used only as a phonics scheme at Rivington. 
Some teachers still seem to believe that Monster Phonics is teaching of reading. 
Not all teachers/TAs deliver the agreed reading approaches with full confidence which leads to inconsistencies. 

Parents 
There is variation in how children are supported with reading at home.
Parents are not familiar with the new SSP.
Parents lack confidence in understanding how phonics develops reading.
Parents lack confidence in know how to support reading at home.
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Monster Phonics Programme
Monster Phonics CPD
Monster Phonics Reading Books x5
Online subscription
Non-Fiction Monster Phonic Books
Lo-high interest Reading Books
Lexia

QUICK REVIEW

RESOURCES KEY STAFF

AUTUMN SPRING SUMMER
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Living Life to its

Fullest: Making a

Difference Along

the Way’

Spring Term Notes:
All staff trained in Monster Phonics.
Teachers, Phonics lead and SLT have received further training review Monster Phonics training for updates and further
opportunities.
Phonics Lead supports the assessment of all children across EYFS and KS1 to gain an accurate and fluid picture for
Keep-up/Catch-up and Guided Reading Groupings. 
Completed whole staff Monster Phonics Guided Reading Training.
Phonics lead constantly monitors Monster 
Phonics planning modules and assessments are clear, accessible and completed- informing next steps. 
Reading Strategy for EYFS and KS1 in place with a weekly book in fluid assessed groups:

Read 1: Book study and decoding.
Read 2: Prosody

Read 3: Comprehension.
SLT and English Lead have re-designed the long-term two year reading plan.
SLT and English Lead have re-designed the reading provision Curriculum. 
Whole school reading strategy for Y2 upwards. 

·Phase 1 ~ whole class 
·Phase 2 ~ scaffolded support 

·Phase 3 ~ independent 
Lexia used  to target bottom 20%.
Guided reading timetable and phonics intervention timetable established utilising all staff.
12.Targeted intervention to support gaps in phonic knowledge through Monster Phonics ‘Keep-Up and Catch-Up’
assessment.
Curriculum overview of texts identifying the English threads and having access to a wide variety of texts 

AD - Phonics Lead
ALL
SCHOOL ADVISER

To embed Monster Phonics (Systematic Synthetic
Phonics Scheme of Work) to ensure the teaching
of early reading is secure and rapid. 
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2023-2024 GOALS & ACTIONS

Success Criteria:
·A culture of high expectations for behaviour is embedded.  (An Ethic of Excellence) 
·The Behaviour Policy has been reviewed and revised and is consistently applied by all. 
·All staff, children and pupils have a common narrative around behaviour systems
and expectations.  
·All children understand the behaviour system and can articulate it clearly.  
·Behaviour for learning in lessons and classrooms is excellent. 
·Application of the newly defined behaviour curriculum ensures expectations are
explicitly taught. 
·All Movement around school calm and orderly particularly at times of transition  

Ethos of positive behaviour evident in school and
shared by adults and children reflecting the
Rivington Primary Behaviour Curriculum
Pupils 

Some pupils still need reinforcement about the behaviour expectations when:Walking around the
school Transitioning between activities and sessions Playtime and lunchtime sessions.
Some pupils find behaviour systems confusing and complicated.
Pupils need to understand what behaviour and learning for excellence should look like.
Pupils need to understand that excellence means completing work to the highest standard 
Using online chat groups after school. 

Teachers
Positive teacher outcomes have the power to improve pupil outcomes.
Harris (2006) outline that raising stakeholder of learning and behaviour is key to improvement.
Teachers need to know that positive behaviour of excellence is something that needs to be
constantly worked on and reminded about.
Some teachers are unclear about high-level behaviour expectations. Some teachers are unclear
about a systematic approach to rewards and sanctions, because of this some staff are reactive
in responses to behaviour or are ignoring low-level disruption and lack of respect. 

Parents 
Some parents want clarity on the way negative and positive behaviour is dealt with at school.
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Updated, evidence informed Rivington Behaviour Curriculum
Policy - All staff to sign that they have read, understood and will
follow the policy and expectations. 
All classes to create own behaviour videos by 01.7.24. 
Behaviour curriculum/expectations to be on displayed and referred to
in every classroom.
Behaviour curriculum/expectations to be displayed in key areas on main
playground.
04.09.23. All staff and volunteers to have card attachments on
lanyards showing behaviour expectations plus sentence stems using
Restorative approaches.
Parental/Pupil Questionnaires QUICK REVIEW

RESOURCES KEY STAFF

AUTUMN SPRING SUMMER

Growing Together:

Living Life to its

Fullest: Making a

Difference Along

the Way’

Spring Term Notes:
We have reduced and simplified the school values and rules.
We have simplified the behaviour expectations down into 3 clear messages.
We have establishment and are continuing to embed the Rivington Behaviour Curriculum.
We have timetabled the Rivington Behaviour Curriculum throughout the year – explicit teaching.
There is a visibility of the SLT modelling the behaviour curriculum/expectations. 
There is a visibility of SLT modelling the expectations for playtime and lunchtime behaviours. 
There is a clear, evidence informed behaviour policy with charts for all staff and children to understand and follow.
Training has been provided for all staff on behaviour expectations, behaviour policy and behaviour charts. 
Weekly behaviour monitoring takes place by SLT and Headteacher of behaviour around school, play times and
behaviour reports. 
We have shared the behaviour policy and expectations with all parents/carers and pupils. Use of Behaviour agreements.
Ensure that the pedagogy (Teaching and Learning Policy) we use reflects the desire for excellence and mastery.
Start term with two-week excellence programme that will be carried out in the shared class reading sessions.
We have revisited and reset all our school routines and procedures and have shared and  re-shared with all staff.
We have reviewed the school rewards to ensure that they celebrate and promote highest academic achievement and the
highest standards of behaviour.
At the start of each term - two-week period where we are deliberate in teaching our expectations to our children.
Quick re-visits are made to the expectations after half-term breaks.
The Home School Agreement reflects our expectations – slimed down in order to have a clear message.
Through the School Council we have established the Anti-bullying council and are updating our child-friendly policies.

SLT
Governors
School adviser
Early Help agencies
Behaviour support

To embed Monster Phonics (Systematic Synthetic
Phonics Scheme of Work) to ensure the teaching
of early reading is secure and rapid. 


